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**Title:** *In Re: Testate Estate of Jose Eugenio Ramirez (197 Phil. 647)*

**Facts:** Jose Eugenio Ramirez, a Filipino national, met his demise in Spain on December
11, 1964. His death led to a testamentary proceeding involving his sizable estate, with
principal beneficiaries being his widow Marcelle Demoron de Ramirez, his grandnephews
Roberto and Jorge Ramirez, and his companion Wanda de Wrobleski. The case encountered
complications due to the multinational nature of the parties involved and the testamentary
provisions set by Ramirez which included substitutions.

The will was probated at the Court of First Instance of Manila, where Maria Luisa Palacios
was appointed the estate’s administratrix. An inventory revealed assets netting P507,976.97
post-debt deduction.  Ramirez’s  testament chiefly  bequeathed property rights in various
forms,  with  intricate  allocations  between  direct  heirs  and  substitute  beneficiaries,
designated  through  either  vulgar  or  fideicommissary  substitutions.

Controversy arose with the project of partition proposed on June 23, 1966, distributing the
estate’s  assets  while  adhering  to  Ramirez’s  testamentary  wishes.  The  grandnephews,
Roberto and Jorge, challenged this partition, raising questions about the validity of certain
substitutions, the propriety of a usufructuary interest granted to a foreign national, and
concerns over compliance with Ramirez’s explicit intentions, particularly regarding property
disposition.

**Issues:**
1. Validity and implications of the devised usufruct to a non-Filipino national.
2. Legitimacy of vulgar and fideicommissary substitutions under Philippine law.
3.  Alignment  of  the estate’s  partition with  the decedent’s  testamentary  intentions  and
Philippine inheritance law.

**Court’s Decision:**
1. *Widow’s Legitime*: The Court asserted Marcelle’s entitlement to one-half of the estate
“en pleno dominio” as her legitime, clarifying she is owed no additional usufruct beyond this
portion.

2.  *Substitutions*:  The  vulgar  substitutions  were  upheld  as  valid;  however,  the
fideicommissary substitutions appointing Juan Pablo Jankowski and Horace V. Ramirez as
secondary  heirs  to  Wanda’s  usufruct  were  nullified  for  not  meeting  relational  and
generational proximity required by the law.
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3. *Usufruct of Wanda*: Despite constitutional restrictions against aliens acquiring land, the
Court sustained Wanda’s usufruct. It reasoned that usufruct, being a mere privilege to use,
does not equate to land ownership, thus sidestepping constitutional prohibitions.

**Doctrine:** The Supreme Court delineated boundaries on the application of vulgar and
fideicommissary substitutions within testamentary bequests, emphasizing compliance with
the relational  and generational  requirements for  such dispositions to hold legal  water.
Moreover, it clarified that the constitutional restriction on aliens acquiring land does not
extend to rights falling short of ownership, such as usufructs.

**Class Notes:**
– **Legitime and Usufruct:**  Article 900 and 904,  Civil  Code.  Legitimes represent the
reserved  portion  of  an  estate  that  the  law  entitles  certain  heirs,  which  cannot  be
compromised by testamentary dispositions. Usufruct allows a person to use and enjoy the
property of another temporarily without owning it.
– **Substitutions:** Articles 857, 858, 859, 863, Civil Code. Substitutions must adhere to
specified  relational  and  generational  limits  to  be  valid,  specifically,  fideicommissary
substitutions cannot go beyond one degree from the initially instituted heir, challenging
broader interpretations.
– **Constitutional Law:** Section 5, Article XIII of the 1935 Constitution disallows aliens
from acquiring agricultural  land,  except  through hereditary  succession.  This  provision,
however, does not preclude rights that do not equate to ownership, such as usufructs, from
being granted to aliens.

**Historical Background:** The case exemplifies the complexities in estate division when
subject to the nuances of testate dispositions crossing national boundaries and involving
foreign nationals.  It  underscores the Philippine legal  framework’s  stance on protecting
compulsory  heirs’  rights  while  simultaneously  navigating  the  limitations  imposed  on
property  rights  granted  to  aliens,  framed  within  the  broader  context  of  the  1935
Constitution’s agrarian intentions.


